"Jazz and Spirituality"
is a part the lecture series on Art and Spirituality
sponsored by the My Uni fellows, a consortium of Medical professors in Saalfelden Austria August 2009, and Father Raimund an ascetic priest tending a mountain temple.

It seems that Jass, or Jazz or African American Classical music has several ways of being discussed. Many styles and decryptions have followed it up to today. With approximately 125 years of existence in the United States, where did it really come from? Those who abscribe to idea that Jazz is from New Orleans may be shortsighted. Those that think of Jazz as one of the only original American art forms, may consider otherwise.  The constant discovery in music and folk history can be endless. Sometimes the archeologist finds a new skeleton, older than the one dated as the one of earliest origin. So, just how far back does Jazz go? Jelly Roll Morton? James Reese Europe? Blind Tom? Un-known jam session organizers on slave plantations or free men in houses of artistic expression? Consider the fallacy of knowing the bottom of any well with the kind of magic Jazz has been.  When I visited Liberia in 1985 with the Jump Up Band, I was told by one of the participants of the workshop I was conducting that Jazz actually came from Africa. We African-Americans often like to credit Africa with our many inexplicable capabilities that distinguish us from anyone else on the planet. Some of us do it in reverence and believe it or not some do it in despise; depicting it as the root to everything that is wrong with the ethnicity. Jazz in Africa may not have sounded like Ellington, but what I gathered from this wise and gutsy woman of less that 40 years, was that the communication system that Jazz is, was an active part of African tradition. The musical expansion of an idea, as she went on to demonstrate could occur rhythmically, ie; call and response, up beat improvisation, or harmonically; embellishing an idea with slight pitch bends for emphasis, giving rise to extended harmony from a tonal center, all in a framework of improvisatory pentatonic story telling. Was it just story telling? Well I 'm not sure. I did not get that far. I stood with my jaw of 30 years dropped in amazement, as Ms. Herstory blew all of our minds with a description that we could receive as a source of veritable fruit. We know that the history of a group of people is passed down by their Griots and storytellers. Is this now a clue to what music critics have been trying to elicit from the great Jazz solos of our day? Are the master players continuing a storytelling tradition? It certainly made me consider that the Jazz that we know is a continuation of a tradition that is much older than gems of combustion surrounding the Louisiana Purchase. It also makes me consider again the significance of Juba, Hoofin' and Shape singing. Not only were they structural conduits for Jazz but spiritual tools for the  preservation of a system of order and conduction. There are some things that are relatively indestructible about the Jazz experience. Today when some "Jazz" festivals are really pop concerts, and Jazz clubs have little feeling of membership, I imagine that the word Jazz, can inspire a performer to be at their best. For the Jazz player the audience is a symbol of judgment, justice, and sacrifice.  He/she lays down ones gifts at the altar of the day. For the listener the player is synonymous with the deliverer, the harbinger, the messenger; a vehicle for the needed transference of energy, hope, faith and beauty in a language that is objective enough for all to claim.  This claiming of Jazz, as one’s own language, or medium reached it’s pinnacle by the close of the 20th Century. Many have gone as far as to call jazz their religion. I have on more than a few occasions heard this. I even met a man with a business card that read "Jazz is my religion". He and his wife were retired, and all they did was go to Jazz concerts. There is an official "Jazz Taxi" in Nagoya, and probably many cities of the world. Americans have had a tradition of Jazz Vespers held in Christian churches, since the 1960’s. I once gave a sermon at the Black Church at Yale. Not only because I was a friend of the minister and the Divinity School students, but because the church wanted to hear what truths or lies or stories of uncountable deeds of exposure to this Jazz process had impacted my world. What would all those spiritual books I was reading present. What could I say? What could more fitting than the lead lyric in Leon Russell's  Song For You."?  `( “I’ve been so many places in my life and time”…sang a lot of songs and made some bad rhymes”) Well, I did more than that because like many musicians of my generation I was shaped primarily by the work and teachings of Alice and John Coltrane. From them I learned first of all how small we are in the all of what music is. The humility that is needed to access your potential is continuous. A musician can be concerned with nothing other than the appreciation their gifts, and the presentation of them as if in the presence of the almighty. Successes in life and music can be oxymoronic or unified, but most of all they are cyclical periods of largess and lean. Our interpretation of the experiences we have, weighs more than the apparent conditions we perceive, when we see it from the perspective of spiritual growth.  With the many Jazz fundamentalists of today concerned with bravado, dexterity or the display of virtuosity, I hope the tradition of the spiritual message takes hold for the generations to come.

Liberation Theology is usually associated with the Civil Rights Movement, The Southern Christian Leadership Council and Dr. Martin Luther King’s work representing their goals.  This is of course the most noted use of the “radical Christ” approach used by many African Americans in their historic struggles for peace and dignity. It has been used by many willing and able individuals and groups to achieve changes where there is a continuing inertia. 
Jazz as liberation theology is a concept that has its beginnings in the African American Church. There are three parts to this dynamic. First is, that Jazz began in the African Church because it was only in church that the enslaved people from Africa would occasionally have some freedom of musical and communicative expression. The second, is that, there was a tactile evolution within the “European musical instrument” years of Jazz that made it outstanding and popularized. By the 1930’s it was played primarily outside of the church and became associated with bordello and liquor drinking crowd. It spent several years of contempt by the church and was seldom respected or played there.  Thirdly, by the 1960’s its true qualities of consciousness transformation became useful again and was utilized thoroughly enough to become theoretical. What I mean by theoretical is that its mystery now had a formula. Written or unwritten, codified or not codified known and unknown, the Jazz formula can be utilized by anyone who desires to utilize it. It can be learned, and is utilized primarily by those who have social conditions and psychological frameworks that they would like to change. This makes it a medicine, a catharsis. This makes it a school of thought whose message can be applied to the constricting parameters of conditions like racism, class-ism, and bigotry. This makes it a tool for young musicians to see the world through their own lens and for young listeners to re-define their world, their art, and their level of social obedience all at once. With one breath one can put to rest any expectation from others by saying simply “I am a Jazz fan”. With one answer to the question ‘What are you listening to?” : ” Jazz” a person would be clearly putting themselves into a category of defiance. Such was the case for several years, even when it gained recognition by the American media. Jazz and its assumed philosophy also grew internationally to be one of the most important ways that a political statement could be made by individuals or groups. Examples of this can be drawn from the works of several European, Japanese, and South American musicians and how inspired and emulative they were from the statements made by the most creative and actually re-creative musicians of the 1960’s. 
I was lucky enough to be on the tail end of such application of this kind of Liberation Theology that Jazz had exported, and most particularly in the Avant Garde arena where it rang with the most clarity. In the 1970’s the Italian music promoters of the Socialist movement clearly identified with the music of this genre as it mirrored their positions that pushed against the Status Quo. The young Social Democratic movement of Germany occasionally seemed to enjoy this approach to present music that would shake up the old definitions of Jazz and toe tapping. And somehow several alternative movements from Green to Anarchist seemed to find sentiment in the outdoor tents with stoic shouting and philosophically strident African American music productions.

Jazz and the way it is summoned in this context does not lose its mystique or its relevance until about the late 1980’s. It is about this time that mega-corporate jazz festival style production begin to eclipse the home grown grass roots type of events, and several Jazz clubs in buildings were getting noise complaints coupled with culture clash complaints. Famously; the French Minister of Culture announcing an official moratorium on American Art. More famously, but un-spoken, finds the iconic image of the U.S. Jazz musician modified from the Sage to the Scholar.

The international appeal of Jazz in the beginning of the 20th Century was the music that contributed to the United States’ reputation for having arts, science and technology that was innovative and developed on its own accord. Though it had influences from China, Africa and Europe, American ingenuity was the spark of he 20th Century. With developments like the automobile, the bi-engine plane, the cotton gin, and the hi-hat (called the Charleston by the French), the United States was seen by the world as bursting  with creative progress on its own soil. The first iconic images of Jazz musicians that were exported to France, Germany, Scandinavia, Russia, Japan, Algeria, Brazil, Argentina and elsewhere were some of most positive images that African Americans had to represent them. The singing piano player, the quirky way to pluck the bass violin, the unique contraption of percussion, the unrestricted treatment of horns and reeds, the banjo, and the dancing orchestra conductor were primarily the kind of images associated with African American culture and its contagious jumping music. It was an image of distinction. It was an image that showed more respect from outside of the United States than what would be shown within the United States media. It had those black people with their magical way of charming everyone into feeling, at least for one night, that the world was a unified and joyous place.

There were European musicians, and European-American musicians that revered this finesse and display of brilliance found in the Jazz musician. Jazz musicians intrigued European Classical composers, American orchestra composers and individual instrumentalists who had mastered their instruments but had no improvising skills, and especially lacked this kind of spirit infused performance it was noted for. We began seeing influences of Jazz in musical choices, and eventually in life style choices.
First the flatted 5th then the flatted hat, next the accented upbeat, then the accent of tobacco. Jazz sentiment was as contagious as influenza. It changed advertising and it changed minds. Even the Catholic Church became a fan.

A return of African influence and identity also emerged when the civil rights movement of the United States became the news of the day. When the movement reached it peak, there was a radical arm that was more in tune with the message of Malcolm X and Stokely Carmichael more so than Martin Luther King and Medgar Evers. Those that identified with more of a demand for equal rights as opposed to a more passive diplomatic approach included some of the most significant Jazz musicians of the period. They in turn began to infuse their composition titles and their energetic approach with the spiritual qualities developed by the orators and “leaders” they heard. Their way of delivering the Jazz message became more of a service than a serenade. Their dedication to their listeners in some way forced them to deliver a message of a more potent and with purposeful intention. What came of this was an explosion of creative works with words, liner notes, or lyrics sung, that fed and provoked movement within musicians with core principles in tact.

In the Jazz hierarchy there are those whom it would stand to reason be considered Saints of this musical tradition. Most notably for me would be Charles “Yardbird “ Parker: as San Sebastian. The often mis-understood martyr, with needles constantly piercing his veins, took Jazz to where an individual could actually revere a soloist’s performance. His recreation of every song, his Midas touch to every phrase and nuance, formed a benchmark for solo improvisation, and had the “miraculous” effect on anyone within his audience. Bird’s’ “interpretation of the word”  later known as Be-Bop, converted the majority of his generation. The statement “Bird Lives” is also similar to the way in which San Sebastian was said to have survived his first execution.

Secondly is John Coltrane as Saint John The Baptist. Many correlations make a reverent Mr. Coltrane, as one who would baptize a generation of musicians to become “Greater than him” in the sense that the whole of the Jazz world grows significantly during a period of social and political unrest and many would find spiritual paths through the music, which might otherwise be a mundane art. As one whose study of divinity was pantheistic,  Mr. Coltrane mirrors the John that is recognized by several religions as a prophet of the righteous- bridging the revelation and the new covenant. His musical approach and philosophy clearly marked a transition in the music made as Jazz.

If there is one of the Saints known for showing hubris it is Miles Davis and therefore St. Lucifer may fit him well. Dizzy Gillespie, as much a rock for the institution of Jazz as St. Peter, and equally benevolent.  Thelonius Monk’s genius and devotion cut against the grain as did St. Paul, and though he was not imprisoned, he was forbidden to work in New York during a critical time of his career. St Peter could fit Lester Young too ,since he did actually go to jail for refusing military orders. Sun Ra, Charles Mingus, Louie Jordan, Billy Eckstein, Cab Calloway, Rassahn Roland Kirk and others would truly preach and convert their audiences on stage and therefore several Saints may fit them. The way in which the drummers led bands, like Art Blakey, Max Roach, Buddy Rich, and the great Chick Webb could be equivalent to leading the congregation in first Sunday communion. Billie Holiday Sarah Vaughn and Ella Fitzgerald were often referred to with the utmost qualities of divinity, delivering valiant song and story of a struggling people.

Some of the musicians that have a reputation for their spiritual message or making use of spiritual references in their work include Mary Lou Williams, Duke Ellington, Louis Armstrong, Ted Dunbar, John Coltrane, Alice Coltrane, Dorothy Ashby, The Modern Jazz Quartet, Earl Hines, Rahssan Roland Kirk, Pharoah Sanders, Milford Graves…..etc.

These are only a few of the many Jazz musicians who have made references to sacred text of the Hindu, Christian, Buddhist, Islamic or other religions in their musical selections, their cover art or dedications. This only scratches the surface of a vast area of musicians and their reverence for the almighty. In my estimation, there are those who are associated with this quality because they are vocal about it, and there are those whose dedication is private though equally vigorous.	

The other side of the performance stage is a subject with its own stories. What the audience feels from musicians or ensembles can be varied. Though many of them concur that a feeling of unity, oneness, enrichment, and several other collective emotional transformations occur under the auspices of the “Jazz concert”.


The image and the energy of the great Jazz musicians that inspired me, surpass any of the Saints and Sages of old. This is one reason that I begin each performance with prayer.	

